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Research is aimed to know and analyzing: 1) the influence of emotional intelligence, on the performance of a teacher 2) the influence of motivation of her class the teacher, on the performance 3) the influence of emotional intelligence and motivation for achievement betawi together on the performance teacher education foundation PanjangLampung in Lampung.

This research is research with the approach of (ex post facto) with the technique of correlational. Population this research is 67 teacher covering teacher level junior high school, high school, and vocational high school. Samples research determined with using formulas Slovin, 40 respondents. Data is collected by using kuisoner and then analyzed used technique regression analysis simple and multiple regression.

The result showed that: 1) there are significant and positive influence on the performance between teacher of emotional intelligence 28.2%, 2) there are positive influence and significant achievement between teacher motivation on the performance of 30.1%, 3) there is a positive influence between intelligence and significant achievement emotional motivation and teacher on the performance of 32%, where factors motivation achievement its influence the greatest of factors intelligence emotional.
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